Bringing Insights and Action of
Purpose to Your Full Workforce.

Imperative is the leader in bringing the
insights and strategies on the science
of purpose to organizations to drive
performance and growth. Imperative
has developed a solution to scale the
discovery and activation of employee
purpose with the first suite of
assessments and tools around
purpose. Through our certification,
resources and tools, we equip
organizations to lead and sustain
behavior change around purpose for
their people and teams.
© Imperative
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The Business Impact of Purpose
Individuals Working
w/ Purpose
Purpose-Driven
Organizations
•

•

•

•

•

600% Higher performance
over 10 years
68% More likely to experience
revenue growth
50% Larger leadership
pipeline
36% Higher employee net
promoters
20% Higher retention

© Imperative

•
•
•
•

20% Higher retention
57% Higher net promoters
30% Higher performers
50% Higher leadership
potential

Teams Working
w/ Purpose
•
•

Higher Psychological Safety,
Greater Dependability,
Stability, Meaning and Impact

Our Certified Purpose Leaders Program is a
one-year train-the-trainer program with tools and
resources for leaders in your organization.
• It serves a full pilot cohort of employees & their
teams around purpose
• You gain expertise on science of purpose
• You partner with a dedicated success manager
from our team for the full year
• You join learning and support network
• You gain access to tools, technology
assessments and playbooks to advance this work
© Imperative
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Applications of Imperative’s Work on Purpose
You will be able apply the Imperative program and tools for:
•
•

•
•
•
•

Career Development - each employee will be equipped to create a
growth and development plan in their existing roles around purpose
Career Narrative Development - each employee will be able to
build their personal career narrative to express why their work
matters
Team Development - employees will learn how to better work with
their colleagues based on what drives and motivates each person
Goal Setting - Employees will be able to partner with managers to
pinpoint the most compelling way to frame and map out their goals
Manager Development - managers will receive tools and training for
strategies to coach their colleagues and support them in their growth
Leadership and Community Service Direction - employees will
gain specific insights about how they best grow as leaders and
engage in the community based on what gives them purpose
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Imperative’s Personal Purpose Profile
Imperative’s Personal Purpose Profile is the first validated
diagnostic for intrinsic motivation that enables employees to:

Discover employee purpose - uncover who they seek
to serve, how they seek to serve them, and why they are
motivated to serve them.
Develop personal narrative that links to the
organization - an articulation of their
purpose assessment results in their own words that they
can own.
Take action on purpose for setting goals and seeking
growth opportunities to realize potential - leverage
purpose to find ideal opportunities, communication, and
collaboration.
Transform engagement with colleagues - identify
people with similar purpose drivers so they can support
each other in their growth.
© Imperative
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Team Purpose Profile
Imperative’s Team Purpose Profile enables teams to:
Identify dominant drivers and impact of the team around
their who how and why of purpose.
Align the team around a shared purpose with concrete
advice on connecting individual drivers to the team.
Connect the team's purpose to its goals and measured
KPIs.
Help team members explore what drives purpose for
their colleagues to build empathy and find ways to
collaborate to achieve team goals.
Analyze the team's capacity to be effective based on on
psychological safety, clarity, structure, dependability,
meaning, and impact.
Determine what a team can do to break through to
higher performance.
© Imperative
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Employer Talent Dashboard
Imperative provides employers
with real-time talent analytics
on what drives and motivates
their people, their level of
fulfilment and relationship to
work. Imperatives maps these
insights to those of our
aggregate database for easy
benchmarking.

© Imperative
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Purpose Action Pulse
The Purpose Action Pulse
provides the first coaching
interface that allows
individuals to track their
fulfillment at work the receive
insights from our automated
recommendation engine based
on their purpose drivers. The
system reports aggregate data
to employers for real-time
insights.
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Purpose Hiring Coach
Imperative’s hiring and interview coach
provides a pre-hire screener that predicts how
purpose-oriented your new hires are then tailors
a series of follow-up interview questions to
coach your hiring managers on the best ways to
assess how purpose-oriented they are for the
hiring decision. The Purpose Hiring Coach:
1. Takes less than two minutes to complete
2. Gives you an immediate quantitative
score of an applicant’s purpose-orientation
3. Provides you a series of tailored
follow-up interview questions to coach
your hiring managers

© Imperative
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Purpose Index to Measure Impact
Imperative will equip you with
over 50 Purpose Index questions
and corresponding benchmarks
that can be integrated into your
engagement surveys or
stand-alone to gauge impact and
success of the programs and
tools.

Over 50 tested questions
Accessible on desktop, mobile and tablet and
can be embedded in existing surveys
Available in multiple languages
CONFIDENTIAL
©
Imperative
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Validated through third party research
Compliments existing enragement surveys
Correlates with your existing employee/performance
data .
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Organizations in the Lab
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Lab Partner Testimonials.

“Imperative has developed
something amazing and has taken
the bold step of making it available
to anyone with the heart, courage,
and will to engage.”

“Talent is our #1 operating priority and
Imperative is helping us to better
understand our workforce generally,
but especially the needs of the
Millennial generation.”

“We have been working with the
Imperative team for nine months and
together have begun to redesign many
of our internal processes to imbed
them with purpose, including our hiring
and promotional processes.”

MEG GARLINGHOUSE

ALLISON HYRSE

RICARDO GONZALEZ

“Imperative has been a rock star partner
on our journey to support our people’s
purpose-driven careers. Their last session
literally ‘sold out’ in 3 minutes - faster than
a Taylor Swift concert.”

“We are still hearing rave reviews from
Imperative’s keynote. He was a huge hit! The
interactive exercises helped each attendee
reflect personally on what drives them at work
and use that as fuel to lead their teams.”

GREG PRYOR

ANNA TAVIS

Case Study: MetLife

Cindy Pace

MetLife wanted to help its leaders realize greater potential in their work and
emerge as strong leaders to drive engagement and performance. They wanted to
help them understand of their own personal purpose, connect that to the
organization in a time of rebranding, gain the tools to lead their own career
development and empower their team members in the way they lead.
MetLife joined the Certified Purpose Leaders program to gain in-house
expertise on leveraging Imperative and focused on applying Imperative to
their global high potential programs focused on their diverse women leaders
MetLife leveraged the Purpose Profile as a core discovery experience for
each leader and used Imperative’s resources to develop a coaching program
and and training program for its global development.
MetLife witnessed heightened engagement, more immediate and
transparent communication and higher satisfaction ratings from team
members working under these trained leaders.

ACTIONS
+ Today over 600 of MetLife leaders have leveraged Imperative and it
is a stable part of their own career goal-setting, and the way they
interface with their teams. MetLife is a key leader in the Certified Purpose
Leaders community.
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Case Study: LinkedIn

Jeff Weiner

LinkedIn wanted to help its employees reach greater understanding of where
their personal purpose links with the organization purpose to drive higher
performance and brand ambassadorship.

LinkedIn rolled out the Imperative Purpose Profile to its employees,
providing each employee with a personal report of their Purpose
Drivers.
Imperative worked with LinkedIn to customize story-telling programs
to help LinkedIn employees craft compelling narratives that link their
personal purpose to the LinkedIn purpose.
In a study we conducted at LinkedIn, we learned that LinkedIn
employees working with purpose proved to be 30% higher on their
performance scale and 67% higher net promoters of the brand.

ACTIONS
+ LinkedIn is part of the Certified Purpose Leaders program to make
Imperative and these storytelling workshops an embedded employee
experience and ultimately their user experience on the platform.
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Case Study: West Elm

Jim Brett

West Elm set out to improve its culture to drive engagement and performance by
connecting its employees to purpose starting with the new hire onboarding process:

West Elm rolled out Imperative to the entire HQ staff and instituted
Imperative as a step in the new hire on boarding process - each new
employee got their Purpose Drivers and received their Imperative
profile.
Imperative worked with West Elm to craft a rubric for Hiring Managers
and People Managers to facilitate a meaningful conversation to help
new hires understand where their drivers fit with the organization.
When we gauged the West Elm employees working with purpose to
follow these individuals were 40% higher performers, higher eNPS with
higher expected tenure.

ACTIONS
+ West Elm is part of the Certified Purpose Leaders and has leveraged
Imperative to completely rebrand its jobs, seeing a 200% increase in
qualified final round interview candidates.
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Thank you.

Arthur Woods
Co-founder, Imperative
arthur@imperative.com
(530) 260-1502

